
Photography Gloves PGYTECH Professional Size M Ref: 6976100485273
Photography Gloves PGYTECH Professional Size M

PGYTECH Professional Photography Gloves Size M
Get  ready  to  take  photos  and  videos  even  in  demanding  conditions.  PGYTECH  Professional  photography  gloves  will  provide  you  with
effective protection against the cold - they will perform well in temperatures from -10°C to 10°C. They are made of durable, breathable
materials and are splash-proof. They also allow comfortable use of touch screens.
 
They will prove themselves in difficult conditions
Do  you  happen  to  take  photos  in  winter  or  in  uncertain  weather?  Stock  up  on  gloves  that  will  perform  even  in  difficult  conditions!
PGYTECH Professional are equipped with 3M Thinsulate cotton, so they provide excellent insulation and protection from the cold. They
are also distinguished by splash resistance and adjustable cuffs, so you can even better protect yourself from the wind. Their additional
advantage is the breathable Hipora insole and velvet lining, which is soft, pleasant to the touch and skin-friendly.
 
Refined in every detail
The  gloves  were  created  from  durable,  breathable  materials  such  as  leather  and  polyester  fiber.  They  also  have  an  extra  layer  of
cushioning. This allows them to provide greater comfort, durability and a firm grip. You don't have to worry about your camera or gimbal
slipping out of your hand! In addition, the buckled strap allows you to adjust the gloves to your wrist size, and the special buckle allows
you to avoid losing them.
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Comfortable operation of essential devices
Don't be afraid that with gloves on your hands, you won't be able to operate your equipment comfortably. PGYTECH Professional have
three fingers made of conductive microfiber, so you can easily use touch screens. Such a solution is ideal in winter! However, this is not
the end of the possibilities. Sewn-in magnets allow you to quickly expose the three fingers, if necessary.
 
 
ManufacturerPGYTECHNamePhotography  Gloves  (Professional)ModelP-GM-204SizeMHand  length16-17  cmWidth  of  palm7-8
cmMaterialLeather, polyester fiber, 3M Thinsulate cotton, velvet, Hipora insoleWeight165 g

Preço:

€ 61.50
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